The Extreme KeyCase provides two ways to transform gen 7/8/9 iPads for laptop-like
typing, while also protecting them against damage from drops, dings, bumps and
spills. The modular model (Extreme KeyCase) attaches the keyboard via magnetic
Smart Connector for mobility and versatility. The integrated model provides all-in-one
simplicity. Both models deliver laptop-like typing that lets users learn, study, work or
play comfortably for hours. Both feature tamper-proof keys and a water-resistant
keyboard with integrated channels that drain liquid quickly in the event of spills.

Rugged iPad Protection w/ Detachable or Integrated Keyboard

Extreme KeyCase-X

Extreme KeyCase w/ Smart Connector

Extreme KeyCase

Extreme KeyCase w/ Smart Connector
Rugged iPad Protection w/ Detachable or Integrated Keyboard

KEY FEATURES
Custom-fit for the 10.2-inch iPad 7/8/9, with
two models to choose from

Rugged keyboard features tamper-proof keys and
water-resistant design that quickly drains spilled liquids

Integrated, attached-keyboard model provides all-in-one simplicity

Precision-cut openings for easy access to camera,
buttons and ports

Modular, detachable keyboard model adds versatility and mobility

Stylus holder firmly stores Apple Pencil/stylus

Shock-absorbing bumpers protect against drop damage

Magnetic latch with Smart on/off function

Clear PC back panel prevents scratches and wear & tear

Seamless Smart Connector connectivity

MFi certified for seamless compatibility

DESIGNED FOR APPLE iPad GEN 7/8/9

AP-KCX-IP9-BLK

EXTREME KEYCASE-X W/SMART CONNECTOR (NON-DETACHABLE)

AP-EKC-IP78-BLK-R

EXTREME KEYCASE WITH SMART CONNECTOR (DETACHABLE)

Extreme KeyCase-X

Extreme KeyCase

Modular mobility with secure Smart Connect for
freedom from Bluetooth and cable hassles

The same rugged protection with
the simplicity of all-in-one protection
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